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Abstract

The bag-of-visual-words (BOV) is certainly the most
popular image representation to date and it has been shown
to yield good results in various problems including Fine-
Grained Visual Categorization (FGVC) [3, 4]. Our contri-
bution is to show that the Fisher Vector (FV) – which de-
scribes an image by its deviation from an “average” model
– is an excellent alternative to the BOV for the FGVC prob-
lem. In this extended abstract we first provide a brief in-
troduction to the FV. We then present theoretical as well as
practical motivations for using the FV for FGVC. We finally
provide experimental results on four ImageNet subsets: fun-
gus, ungulate, vehicle and ImageNet10K. Compared to [4]
which uses spatial pyramid (SP) BOV representations, we
report significantly higher classification accuracies. Forin-
stance,on ImageNet10K we report 16.7% vs 6.4% top-1
accuracy (a 160% relative improvement).

1. The Fisher Vector in a Nutshell

We only provide a very brief introduction to the FV.
More details can be found in [8, 9]. LetX = {xt, t =
1 . . . T} be a set ofT local descriptors extracted from an
image (e.g. SIFT descriptors [7]). Letuλ be a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) with parametersλ which models
the generation process of local descriptors in any image.uλ

is generally referred to as a visual vocabulary and is esti-
mated offline from a large number of descriptors extracted
from a representative set of images. The FVGX

λ character-
izes the sampleX by its deviation fromuλ:
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Lλ is the Cholesky decomposition of the inverse of the
Fisher information matrixFλ of uλ, i.e. F−1
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Here,λ = {wi, µi, σi, i = 1 . . .N} wherewi, µi andσi

are respectively the mixture weight, mean vector and stan-
dard deviation vector of Gaussiani. Let γt(i) be the soft

assignment of descriptorxt to Gaussiani. We have the fol-
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The FVGX
λ is the concatenation of theGX

µ,i andGX
σ,i vectors.

As shown in [9], square-rooting and L2-normalizing the
FV can greatly enhance the classification accuracy. Also,
following the SP matching approach of Lazebniket al. [6],
one can split an image into several regions, compute one FV
per region and concatenate the per-region FVs.

2. The Fisher Vector For FGVC

We now motivate the usefulness of the FV for the FGVC
problem. Especially, (i) compared to the BOV it includes
higher order information, (ii) it describes an image by what
makes it different from other images and (iii) it is scalable.

The FV includes higher-order information. The quan-
tization process in the BOV is lossy and reduces the dis-
criminative power of the representation. Since for FGVC
we have to make use of subtle cues to distinguish between
similar categories, we argue that we need to keep as much
information as possible from the raw descriptors. It is ob-
vious from equations (3) and (4) that the FV contains much
more descriptor information than the BOV for the same
number of Gaussians. Indeed, the FV extends the BOV by
going beyond counting (0-order statistics): it also encodes
statistics (up to the second order) about the distribution of
descriptors assigned to each visual word. Actually, if each
patch was assigned to a different Gaussian, then we could
perfectly reconstruct the patches from the FV1.

We note that other classification approaches which make
use of the raw descriptor information have been suggested,
such as the NN-based approach of Boimanet al. [1]. How-
ever we believe that the FV framework is more scalable

1We are not implying that having one patch per Gaussian is necessary
to obtain good performance with the FV.
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since [1] requires storing all patches of all training images
which is not practical for very large datasets.

The FV is discriminative. We assume that the descrip-
tors{xt, t = 1 . . . T} of a given image follow a distribution
p and that we can decomposep into a mixture of two parts:
a background image-independentpart which followsuλ and
an image-specific part which follows an image-specific dis-
tribution q. Let 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1 be the proportion of image-
specific information contained in the image:

p(x) = ωq(x) + (1 − ω)uλ(x). (5)

It was shown in [9] that the contribution of(1 − ω)uλ(x)
to the FV is approximately cancelled-out inGX

λ . This is a
strong property since it shows that the FV implicitly dis-
cards the background (i.e. non-discriminative) information.
We note that this has a direct consequence for our FGVC
problem: the notion of background information can beau-
tomaticallyadapted for each fine-grained problem, simply
by training the GMMuλ on the relevant data. For instance,
if uλ is trained on fungus images, then background fungus
information will be cancelled-out from the FV while ifuλ

is trained on vehicle images, then background vehicle infor-
mation will be cancelled-out.

The FV is scalable. FGVC typically implies that one has
to deal with a large number of classes and, consequently, a
large number of images (refer to Table 1 for a count of the
number of classes and images for the different datasets we
experimented on). We argue that the FV can scale to very
large datasets containing millions of images.

First, the FV is efficient to compute. Indeed, for the
same visual vocabulary size, the FV is much higher dimen-
sional than the BOV and contains more discriminative infor-
mation. Consequently, the FV gives state-of-the-art results
even with tiny visual vocabularies.

Second, it was shown in [9] that the FV yields excellent
results with linear classifiers – such as linear SVMs – which
can be trained efficiently on a large scale using, for instance,
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [2]. Also the cost of
linear classification is independent of the number of support
vectors.

Third, the FV can be very significantly compressed (by a
factor of 64 in our experiments) with almost zero informa-
tion loss using product quantization (PQ) [5]. For instance,
we can store the 9M compressed FVs of ImageNet10K in
approx. 80GB. Integrating the FV decompression in the
SGD classifier learning yields a scalable training algorithm
[10]. Indeed when a compressed FV is passed to the SGD
algorithm, it is decompressed on-the-fly and, once it has
been processed, the decompressed version of the sample is
discarded. Hence, only one decompressed FV is kept in
RAM at a time.

Dataset Fungus Ungulate Vehicle INet10K
#Classes 134 183 262 10K
#Images 88K 173K 226K 9M

[4] 11.6% 14.5% 24.1% 6.4%
FV 19.4% 29.5% 42.3% 16.7%

Table 1. Comparison of the FV with the SPBOV of [4].

3. Experimental Results

Datasets. We now provide experimental results on 4
datasets proposed in [4]: fungus, ungulate, vehicle and Im-
ageNet10K. While the first 3 datasets consider a single fine-
grained task, the last one considers multiple fine-grained
problems simultaneously. For each dataset, we followed
the same experimental protocol as [4]: half of the data is
used for training and the other half is used for testing. We
compute for each class the top-1 accuracy and report the
average.

Experimental Set-up. Images are resized to 100K pix-
els (if larger). SIFT descriptors [7] are extracted denselyat
multiple scales. The feature dimensionality is reduced from
128 to 64 with PCA. We train a visual vocabulary with256
Gaussians (using simple MLE) and use a SP with 4 regions
(1 FV for the full image and 3 for the top, middle and bot-
tom regions). This leads to 131,072-dim FVs. For the clas-
sification, we use linear SVMs trained with SGD [2].

Results. The results are reported in Table 1. It is clear
that the FV leads to significantly higher results than the
BOV on these 4 fine-grained datasets.
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